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DERIVATION OF VECTOR-VALUED COMPLEX INTERPOLATION SCALES
JESU´S M. F. CASTILLO, DANIEL MORALES, AND JESU´S SUA´REZ DE LA FUENTE
Abstract. We study complex interpolation scales obtained by vector valued amalgamation
and the derivations they generate. We study their trivial and singular character and obtain
examples showing that the hypotheses in the main theorems of [J.M.F. Castillo, V. Ferenczi and
M. Gonza´lez, Singular exact sequences generated by complex interpolation, Trans. Amer. Math.
Soc. 369 (2017) 4671–4708] are not necessary.
1. Introduction
In this paper we study interpolation scales of vector valued functions, the derivations they
induce and some of their basic properties, mainly nontriviality and singularity. Our examples
show, in particular, that the hypothesis of the main results in [J.M.F. Castillo, V. Ferenczi and
M. Gonzalez, Singular exact sequences generated by complex interpolation, Trans. Amer. Math.
Soc. 369 (2017) 4671–4708] are not necessary. A special attention is payed to the derivations
obtained by amalgamation or fragmentation, in the spirit of the Enflo, Lindenstrauss and Pisier
construction. Indeed, the first twisted Hilbert space was obtained by Enflo, Lindenstrauss and
Pisier [18]. It has the form ℓ2(Fn) for a specific sequence Fn of finite-dimensional Banach spaces.
Even if it is not known whether the Enflo-Lindenstrauss-Pisier space can be obtained by deriva-
tion, we will obtain and study fragmented scales whose derived spaces have a similar form. To
give just one example, fragmentation of the scale (ℓ1, ℓ∞) yields the scale (ℓ2(ℓ
n
1 ), ℓ2(ℓ
n
∞)), which
generates the derived space ℓ2(Z2(n)), where Z2(n) is the fragmentation of the Kalton-Peck space.
And while the Kalton-Peck sequence is strictly singular, the fragmented Kalton-Peck sequence
is “strictly non-singular” (we thank F. Cabello for this name).
The general theory yields that an admissible couple (X0, X1) of Banach spaces for which
complex interpolation at θ yields the space Xθ generates an exact sequence
0 −−−→ Xθ j−−−→ dXθ q−−−→ Xθ −−−→ 0
The middle space dXθ in (1) is called the derived space of the scale (X0, X1) at θ. It is especially
interesting when Xθ = ℓ2, in which case the space dXθ is called a twisted Hilbert space (see
below). The exact sequence (1) is said to be trivial when j(Xθ) is complemented in dXθ. The
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exact sequence is called singular when the operator q is strictly singular, which means that its
restrictions to infinite dimensional closed subspaces are never an isomorphism. .
A drawback in the theory is the scarcity of examples. While it is relatively easy to get
(X,X∗)1/2 = ℓ2, it is rather difficult to calculate the associated derivation and study its properties.
The paper [3] presents a complete description of the derivations that appear when considering
scales of Lorentz spaces, while the paper [11] performs a thorough study of singular derivations.
In this paper we continue the previous work by obtaining new examples of derivations, study
their properties and show that the hypotheses in the main theorems of [11] are actually not
necessary.
2. Exact sequences, twisted sums and centralizers
A twisted sum of two Banach spaces Y and Z is a Banach space X which has a subspace
isomorphic to Y with the quotient X/Y isomorphic to Z. An exact sequence 0 → Y → X →
Z → 0 of Banach spaces and linear continuous operators is a diagram in which the kernel of each
arrow coincides with the image of the preceding one. By the open mapping theorem this means
that the middle space X is a twisted sum of Y and Z.
A special type of exact sequences appear generated by the complex interpolation method when
applied to a pair of spaces as we describe now. A sound background on complex interpolation can
be found in [1, 21]. Let S denote the open strip {z ∈ C : 0 < Re(z) < 1} in the complex plane,
and let S be its closure. Given an admissible (i.e., a pair that we assume linear and continuously
embedded into a Hausdorff topological vector space W ) pair (X0, X1) of complex Banach spaces,
let Σ = X0 +X1 endowed with the norm ‖x‖ = inf{‖x0‖0 + ‖x1‖1 : x = x0 + x1}. We denote by
F = F(X0, X1) the space of functions g : S→ Σ satisfying the following conditions:
(1) g is ‖ · ‖Σ-bounded and ‖ · ‖Σ-continuous on S, and ‖ · ‖Σ-analytic on S;
(2) g(it) ∈ X0 for each t ∈ R, and the map t ∈ R 7→ g(it) ∈ X0 is bounded and continuous;
(3) g(it + 1) ∈ X1 for each t ∈ R, and the map t ∈ R 7→ g(it + 1) ∈ X1 is bounded and
continuous.
The space F is a Banach space under the norm ‖g‖F = sup{‖g(j+ it)‖j : j = 0, 1; t ∈ R}. For
θ ∈ [0, 1], define the interpolation space
Xθ = (X0, X1)θ = {x ∈ Σ : x = g(θ) for some g ∈ F}
with the norm ‖x‖θ = inf{‖g‖F : x = g(θ)}. So, if δθ : F → Σ denotes the obvious evaluation
map δθ(f) = f(θ) then (X0, X1)θ is the quotient of F by ker δθ, and thus it is a Banach space.
For 0 < θ < 1, we will consider the maps δθ : F → Σ (evaluation of the function at θ) and
δ′θ : F → Σ (evaluation of the derivative at θ). Let B : Xθ → F be a bounded homogeneous
selection for δθ and set
dδ′
θ
BXθ = {(y, z) ∈ Σ×Xθ : y − δ′θBz ∈ Xθ}
endowed with the quasi-norm ‖(y, z)‖ = ‖y− δ′θBz‖Xθ + ‖z‖Xθ . Under rather general conditions
it can be shown that ‖ · ‖ is equivalent to a norm. The space dδ′
θ
BXθ is a twisted sum of Xθ since
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the embedding y → (y, 0) and quotient map (y, z)→ z yield an exact sequence
0 −−−→ Xθ −−−→ dδ′
θ
BXθ −−−→ Xθ −−−→ 0
The map Ωθ = δ
′
θB is called the associated derivation. Two different homogeneous bounded
selectors B and V yield different derivations although their difference is a bounded map δ′θB −
δ′θV : Xθ → Xθ, and consequently the spaces dδ′θBXθ and dδ′θVXθ are isomorphic. When no
confusion arises we will call this space dXθ.
The key example on which the theory is modeled is the Kalton-Peck twisted Hilbert space Z2
obtained in [22], which provides the first example of a singular sequence
0 −−−→ ℓ2 −−−→ Z2 −−−→ ℓ2 −−−→ 0.
The space Z2 is the derived space dℓ2 with respect to the scale (ℓ1, ℓ∞) at 1/2. The map
Ωθ is a homogeneous function Ωθ : Xθ → X0 + X1 with the additional property that there
is a constant C > 0 such that ‖Ωθ(x + y) − Ωθ(x) − Ωθ(y)‖ ≤ C(‖x‖ + ‖y‖) for all x, y ∈
Xθ. Such a map is usually called the derivation at θ (with respect to the given interpolation
scale), and can be used to completely describe the derived space and the induced exact sequence.
Moreover, an outstanding theorem of Kalton [20] establishes a very tight connection between
interpolation scales and derivations while one maintains inside the domain of Ko¨the spaces,
that can be described as follows: Let X be a Ko¨the function space on a measure space M . A
homogeneous map Ω on X is said to be a centralizer if there is a constant C > 0 such that
‖Ω(ξx) − ξΩ(x)‖ ≤ C‖ξ‖‖x‖ for all x ∈ X and ξ ∈ L∞(M). Derivations on Ko¨the spaces are
centralizers. And Kalton’s theorem asserts that given a centralizer Ω on X satisfying a few
technical requirements, there is a couple of Ko¨the spaces X0, X1 such that X = (X0, X1)1/2 and
Ω− Ω1/2 is bounded. This means that, in practice, one can replace Ω by Ω1/2.
An example is in order: fix the couple (ℓp0, ℓp1) and set
1
p
= 1−θ
p1
+ θ
p0
. The map B(x)(z) =
x|x|( pp1− pp0 )(z−θ) is a homogeneous bounded selection for the evaluation map δθ : F → ℓp that
yields the derivation ( p
p1
− p
p0
)x log |x|
‖x‖
= ( p
p0
− p
p1
)K(x), where K is the so-called Kalton-Peck
map K(x) = x log ‖x‖
|x|
for x 6= 0, and 0 otherwise, that we assume defined only on finitely
supported sequences.
3. Fragmentation, reiteration, interpolation and derivation
It is a well-known standard fact that when working with Ko¨the spaces, in particular with Ba-
nach spaces with an unconditional basis, then complex interpolation becomes plain factorization
(see [21, Thm.4.6]). In particular, the Lozanovskii decomposition formula allows us to show (see
[21, Theorem 4.6]) that the complex interpolation space Xθ relative to a couple (X0, X1) of Ko¨the
spaces (one of them with the Radon-Nikodym property) on the same measure space is isometric
to the space X1−θ0 X
θ
1 , with
‖x‖θ = inf{‖y‖1−θ0 ‖z‖θ1 : y ∈ X0, z ∈ X1, |x| = |y|1−θ|z|θ}.
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Reasoning as in [21, p.1165] (see also [11, Section 3.3]) one gets that if a0(x), a1(x) is an almost
optimal Lozanovskii decomposition for x then
(3.1) Ωθ(x) = x log
|a1(x)|
|a0(x)| .
So let L be a Banach space with an unconditional shrinking basis, so that it is a common
unconditional basis for L and L∗. Given a finite subset A ⊂ N, we define the finite dimensional
space L(A) as the subspace of L formed by all elements with support contained in A endowed
with the norm ‖x‖L(A) = ‖1Ax‖L. One has:
Lemma 3.1. (L(A), L∗(A))θ = (L, L
∗)θ(A) with derivation ΩA(x) = 1AΩ(1Ax).
Proof. Since (L, L∗)θ = L
1−θL∗θ one immediately gets (L(A), L∗(A))θ = L(A)
1−θL∗(A)θ with
equality of norms
‖x‖(L(A),L(A)∗)θ = inf{‖y‖1−θL(A)‖z‖θL(A)∗}
= inf{‖1Ay‖1−θL ‖1Az‖θL∗}
= ‖1Ax‖(L,L∗)θ
= ‖x‖(L,L∗)θ(A).
To calculate the associated derivation, observe that if B is a homogeneous bounded selection
for δθ : F(L, L∗) → (L, L∗)θ then BA(x) = 1AB(1Ax) is a bounded homogeneous selection of
δθ : F(L(A), L∗(A))→ (L, L∗)θ(A). Thus, the associated derivation is now ΩA(x) = δ′θBA(x) =
1Aδ
′
θB(1Ax) = 1AΩ(1Ax). 
To see what occurs when the pieces L(An) are pasted together using a Banach sequence space
λ we have to examine the behaviour of vector sums of Banach spaces under interpolation and
derivation. Let λ be a Banach space with a 1-unconditional basis (en). Given a Banach space X
one can form the Banach space
λ(X) =
{
(xn) ∈ XN : ‖(xn)‖ =
∥∥∥∑ ‖xn‖en∥∥∥
λ
< +∞
}
.
It is part of the folklore that if, moreover, X has an unconditional basis then λ(X) also has
an unconditional basis. This is however false when one considers an arbitrary sequence (Xn)
of Banach spaces since it is well-known that the space ℓ2(Lpn) has no unconditional basis when
lim pn = 1 [23, p.27]. It is well-known [1, Section 5.1] that (ℓp0(X0), ℓp1(X1))θ = ℓp((X0, X1)θ) for
1
p
= 1−θ
p0
+ θ
p1
. Our purpose now is to obtain a generalized form of this result and calculate the
associated derivation.
Caldero´n’s paper [5] contains a rather general interpolation result for vector sums that we
describe now. Let Λ be a Ko¨the space defined on a measure space M . Given a Banach space X
one can form the vector valued space Banach Λ(X) of measurable functions f : M → X such
that the function f̂(·) = ‖f(·)‖X : M → R given by t→ ‖f(t)‖X is in Λ, endowed with the norm
‖‖f(·)‖X‖Λ.
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Theorem 3.2. Fix 0 < θ < 1. Let (λ0, λ1) an interpolation couple of Banach lattices on the
same measure space for which (λ0, λ1)θ = λ
1−θ
0 λ
θ
1 with associated derivation ωθ. Let (X0, X1) be
an interpolation couple of Banach spaces with associated derivation Ωθ at θ. Assume that λ0(X0)
is reflexive. Then
(λ0(X0), λ1(X1))θ = λ
1−θ
0 λ
θ
1 ((X0, X1)θ)
with associated derivation Φθ defined on the dense subspace of simple functions as follows: given
f =
∑N
n=1 an1An then
Φθ (f) = ωθ
(
f̂(·)
) N∑
n=1
an
‖an‖1An +
N∑
n=1
Ωθ(an)1An.
Proof. The identification of the interpolation space is Caldero´n’s vector-valued interpolation
formula [5, 13.6 (i),(ii)]. To obtain the derivation we must go to Caldero´n’s proof [5, 33.6].
Let B(ν) and B(x) be extremals for ν ∈ (λ0, λ1)θ and x ∈ (X0, X1)θ, respectively, so that
B(ν)′(θ) = ωθ(ν) and B(x)
′(θ) = Ωθ(x). Then formula (5) in [5] establishes that an extremal for
f ∈ (λ0(X0), λ1(X1))θ is given by
Fx = B(f̂)
∑
B
(
an
‖an‖
)
1An.
Therefore
Φθ(f) = (Fx)
′(θ)
= B(f̂)′(θ)
∑
B
(
an
‖an‖
)
(θ)1An +B(f̂)(θ)
∑
B
(
an
‖an‖
)′
(θ)1An
= ω(f̂)
∑ an
‖an‖1An + f̂
∑
Ωθ
(
an
‖an‖
)
1An
= ω(f̂)
∑ an
‖an‖1An +
∑
Ωθ(an)1An
by the homogeneity of Ωθ. 
A particularly interesting case occurs when the spaces λj , j = 0, 1 are pj-convexifications of
the same Banach space λ with unconditional basis. Precisely, recall that given a Banach space
λ with a 1-unconditional basis (en) and given 1 ≤ p < +∞, its p-convexification λp is defined as
the completion of the space of finitely supported sequences endowed with the norm∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
n=1
λnen
∥∥∥∥∥
λp
=
∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
n=1
|λn|pen
∥∥∥∥∥
1/p
λ
.
We need an improved version of the interpolation inequality:
Lemma 3.3. Let λ be a Banach space with a K-unconditional basis (en) and
1
p
= 1−θ
p0
+ θ
p1
. One
has ∥∥∥∑ |an|1−θ|bn|θen∥∥∥
λp
≤ K1/p
∥∥∥∑ |an|en∥∥∥1−θ
λp0
∥∥∥∑ |bn|en∥∥∥θ
λp1
.
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The proof is rather straightforward. With this we can obtain the following version of Theorem
3.2 without the additional hypothesis that λ0(X0) has to be reflexive.
Theorem 3.4. Let λ be a Banach space with a 1-unconditional basis, let 0 < θ < 1 and let
1
p
= 1−θ
p0
+ θ
p1
. If (X0, X1) is an interpolation couple of Banach spaces with associated derivation
Ωθ at θ then
(λp0(X0), λp1(X1))θ = λp(Xθ)
with equality of norms and associated derivation Φθ defined on finitely supported elements a =∑N
n=1 anen ∈ λp(Xθ) as
Φθ (a) =
(
p
p1
− p
p0
) N∑
n=1
an log
‖an‖
‖a‖ en +
N∑
n=1
Ωθ(an)en.
Proof. The interpolation part is rather standard using the inequality above. What is important
for us is to observe that given a =
∑N
n=1 anen with an ∈ Xθ then picking extremals (with respect
to the couple (X0, X1)) gn such that gn(θ) = an and ‖gn‖ ≤ (1 + ε)‖an‖Xθ one obtains the
extremal (with respect to the couple (λp0(X0), λp1(X1)))
fn(z) = gn(z)
( ‖an‖Xθ
‖a‖λp(Xθ)
)p( 1
p0
− 1
p1
)
(θ−z)
.
The associated derivation is therefore
Φθ(a) = f
′(θ) =
(
p
p1
− p
p0
) N∑
n=1
gn(θ) log
( ‖an‖Xθ
‖a‖λp(Xθ)
)
en +
N∑
n=1
g′n(θ)en.
Since there is no loss of generality in assuming that g′n(θ) = Ωθ(an), we are done. 
The derivation obtained in Theorem 3.2 matches that obtained in Theorem 3.4: in the par-
ticular case in which λ0, λ1 are Banach spaces with unconditional basis and we set 1An = en;
if, moreover, λp0 (resp. λp1) is the p0 (resp. p1) -convexification of λ then ω is the “vectorial
Kalton-Peck” map
(
p
p1
− p
p0
)∑N
n=1 an log
‖an‖
‖a‖
en which yields
Φθ (f) = ωθ
(
f̂(·)
) N∑
n=1
an
‖an‖en +
N∑
n=1
Ωθ(an)en
=
(
p
p1
− p
p0
) N∑
n=1
‖an‖ log ‖an‖‖a‖ en
N∑
n=1
an
‖an‖en +
N∑
n=1
Ωθ(an)1An
=
(
p
p1
− p
p0
) N∑
n=1
an log
‖an‖
‖a‖ en +
N∑
n=1
Ωθ(an)1An.
When λ is fixed and (X0, X1) is an interpolation couple with associated derivation Ωθ at θ it
comes as no surprise that the derivation associated to the scale (λ(X0), λ(X1)) is better described
as λ(Ωθ), with the precise meaning we give it now. If W is the ambient space associated to the
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couple (X0, X1) then there is no loss of generality by assuming that the ambient space associated
to the couple (XN0 , X
N
1 ) is W
N and the ambient space for (λ(X0), λ(X1)) is W
N. Thus, the
derivation associated to (XN0 , X
N
1 )θ = (X0, X1)θ
N is Ωθ
N and therefore the derivation associated
to (λ(X0), λ(X1))θ = λ((X0, X1)θ) is λ(Ωθ) with the meaning that for every finitely supported
x = (x1, . . . , xN , 0, . . . ) ∈ λ((X0, X1)θ) = (λ(X0), λ(X1))θ one has
λ(Ωθ)(x) = (Ωθ(x1), . . . ,Ωθ(xN ), 0, . . . ).
The role of λ here is that whilst λ(Ωθ) takes values in W
N, for every x, y ∈ λ((X0, X1)θ) =
(λ(X0), λ(X1))θ the Cauchy differences λ(Ωθ)(x + y) − λ(Ωθ)(x) − λ(Ωθ)(y) lie in λ((X0, X1)θ)
and moreover ‖λ(Ωθ)(x+ y)− λ(Ωθ)(x)− λ(Ωθ)(y)‖ ≤ C(‖x‖+ ‖y‖).
Let us present a few tangible examples:
• Pick the couples (ℓp, ℓp∗) and (ℓp∗ , ℓp) (in reversed order) and let us calculate the deriva-
tion at ℓ2(ℓ2). In the first case, the derivation at 1/2 is K(x) =
(
2
p
− 2
p∗
)∑
k xk log
|xk|
‖x‖uk
where (uk) denotes the canonical basis of ℓ2; in the second case, the derivation at 1/2 is
−K(x) =
(
2
p
− 2
p∗
)∑
k xk log
|xk|
‖x‖ek. Thus, according to Theorem 3.2 interpolation be-
tween ℓp(ℓp∗) and ℓp∗(ℓp) at 1/2 yields ℓ2(ℓ2) with associated derivation at a =
∑N
k=1 akuk
with ak ∈ ℓ2 given by
Φ(a) =
(
2
p
− 2
p∗
) N∑
k=1
(
ak log
‖ak‖
‖a‖ −
∑
n
ak(n) log
|ak(n)|
‖ak‖ en
)
uk.
• Pick the sequence of finite dimensional couples (ℓknpn , ℓknp∗n) and let us calculate the derived
space at ℓ2(ℓ
kn
2 ). With all previously mentioned reservations the derivation can be written
as ( kn∑
j=1
xnj u
n
j
)
n
 −→ ℓ2
((
2
pn
− 2
p∗n
) kn∑
j=1
xnj log
|xnj |
‖∑knj=1 xnj unj ‖2unj
)
.
• According to [17] and [25, p.21], when lim pn = 2 and kn →∞ are adequately chosen the
space ℓ2
(
ℓknpn
)
is asymptotically Hilbert and non-Hilbert. Proceeding as in [26] one can
show that the derived space is a twisted Hilbert asymptotically Hilbert space that is not
Hilbert.
• Let (An) be a partition of N, λ a Banach space with an 1-unconditional basis and
L a Banach space with a shrinking unconditional basis. Suppose that ΩAn,θ is the
centralizer associated to the scale (L(An), L
∗(An)) at θ. It follows as in Proposi-
tion 3.4 that
(
λ(L(An)), λ(L
∗(An))
)
θ
= λ
(
(L(An), L
∗(An))θ
)
= λ
(
(L, L∗)θ(An)
)
with
associated centralizer is λ(ΩAn,θ) with the meaning that for every finitely supported
x = (x1, . . . , xN , 0, . . . ) ∈ λ
(
(L, L∗)θ(An)
)
one has λ(ΩAn,θ)(x) = (ΩAn,θ(xn)).
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• According to [11, Prop. 3.6], λp = (λ, ℓ∞)1/p with associated derivation p K. Therefore,
by the reiteration theorem [1, Section 4.6], one has
(λp0, λp1)θ = ((λ, ℓ∞)1/p0 , (λ, ℓ∞)1/p1)θ = (λ, ℓ∞)p
when 1
p
= 1−θ
p0
+ θ
p1
with associated derivation
(
p
p1
− p
p0
)
K as it is calculated in [11,
Prop. 3.7]. In general, given (X0, X1) a compatible couple and one sets Xθ = (X0, X1)θ
then the reiteration theorem claims that (Xθ0 , Xθ1)η = Xθ holds with equal norms where
θ = (1 − η)θ0 + ηθ1. Let us denote as usual by Ωθ the derivation corresponding to Xθ =
(X0, X1)θ. The associated derivation to (Xθ0 , Xθ1)η is (θ1 − θ0)Ωθ (see [11, Prop.2.3] for
the case of Ko¨the spaces and [10] for a more general form for this iterated derivation).
4. Singularity properties
On the opposite side of trivial exact sequences one encounters singular sequences which, as we
have already said at the Introduction, are those in which the quotient map is a strictly singular
operator. Thus, if one defines singular quasi-linear map [4, 13] as one whose restrictions to every
infinite dimensional closed subspace are never trivial then one gets that an exact sequence is
singular if and only if it is induced by a singular quasi-linear map
For every 0 ≤ p < +∞ the Kalton-Peck map K : ℓp → ℓp is singular. The proof for p > 1 is in
[22], the proof for p = 1 is in [13] and a proof valid for all p < +∞ can be found in [4].
Definition 4.1. A quasi-linear map Ω : Z → Y will be called strictly non-singular if every
infinite dimensional subspace A ⊂ Z contains an infinite dimensional subspace B ⊂ A so that
Ω|B is trivial.
Contrarily to what occurs with strict singularity, strict non-singularity does not have a straight-
forward translation to the operator language since a quotient map q : X → Z such that every
subspace of X contains a further subspace on which q becomes an isomorphism is itself an iso-
morphism. An exact sequence 0 → Y → X → Z → 0 will be called strictly non-singular if its
associated quasi-linear map is strictly non-singular. A quotient map q : X → Z will be called
strictly non-singular if the associated sequence 0→ ker q → X → Z → 0 is strictly non-singular.
One can easily prove that a quotient map q : X → Z is strictly non-singular if and only if for
every infinite dimensional subspace A ⊂ Z the exact sequence 0→ Y → q−1(A)→ A→ 0 is not
singular.
Natural examples of strictly non-singular derivations will be given soon. A sequence (xn) in
X is called weakly-p-summable, 1 < p < +∞, if (x∗(xn))n ∈ ℓp for every x∗ ∈ X∗; equivalently,
if sup‖(θn)‖p∗≤1 ‖
∑
θnxn‖ < +∞ (see, e.g., [16]). We need from [8, 9, 14] the notion of property
Wp:
Definition 4.2. A Banach space is said to have property Wp if it is reflexive and every weakly
null sequence admits a weakly p-summable subsequence.
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Finally, recall that a Banach space is said to be ℓp-saturated if every infinite dimensional closed
subspace contains a subspace isomorphic to ℓp. One has
Lemma 4.3. An exact sequence 0 → Y → X → Z → 0 in which Z is ℓp-saturated and X has
the Wp∗ property is strictly non-singular.
Proof. Let H be an infinite dimensional subspace of Z and let (hn) a sequence in H equivalent
to the canonical basis of ℓp inside H . Since q is open, there exists a constant C > 0 such that
for every hn we can choose xn ∈ X with ‖xn‖ ≤ C and such that qxn = hn. Since X is reflexive
we can suppose that (xn) is weakly convergent to, say, x. Thus qx = 0. By the Wp∗ property
of X , there exists a weakly p∗-summable subsequence (xk − x). Thus, the linear application
hk → xk − x is a continuous selection for q|[xk]. 
Examples of spaces with property Wp are provided by [15, Theorem 1]: if λ is a Banach space
with unconditional basis with property Wp and X is a Banach space with property Wp then also
λ(X) has property Wp. According to [15, Remark 3] the result is false for an arbitrary ℓp-sum of
a sequence of spaces with propertyWp∗ , although it still works for sequences of finite dimensional
spaces. The argument we will need is essentially contained in the proof of [15, Theorem 1] (see
also [24] for a more general result).
Corollary 4.4. Given a sequence (Fn) of finite-dimensional spaces, ℓp(Fn) has the Wp∗ property.
The paper [11] studied the nontriviality and singularity of the sequences Ωθ in terms of the
initial couple (X0, X1). More precisely, let X be a Banach space with a 1-unconditional basis.
Following [11], we consider the parameter
AX(n) = sup{‖x1 + . . .+ xn‖ : ‖xi‖ ≤ 1, n < x1 < . . . < xn}.
Given two real functions f, g we will write f ∼ g to mean that 0 < lim inf f(t)/g(t) ≤
lim sup f(t)/g(t) < +∞. One then has
Theorem 4.5. [11, Proposition 5.7] Let (X0, X1) be an interpolation couple of Banach spaces
with a common 1-unconditional basis, and let 0 < θ < 1. If
(1) AX0 6∼ AX1,
(2) A1−θX0 A
θ
X1
∼ AXθ ,
(3) AXθ ∼ AY for all infinite dimensional subspaces Y ⊂ Xθ,
then Ωθ is singular.
The paramount example is provided by the scale (ℓ1, ℓ∞), which yields at θ = 1/p the interpola-
tion space ℓp and induces the Kalton-Peck sequence K and derived space Zp. Since Aℓp(n) = n
1/p
and conditions (1), (2), (3) are verified, K is singular for all 1 < p <∞. We study now to what
extent the conditions are necessary to get Ωθ nontrivial or singular.
Definition 4.6. Let (X0, X1) be an interpolation couple of Banach spaces with a common 1-
unconditional basis, and let 0 < θ < 1. We will say that the spaces (X0, X1) are A-different if
AX0 6∼ AX1 ; we will say that they A-interpolate at θ if A1−θX0 AθX1 ∼ AXθ ; and we will say that
they are homogeneous at θ if AXθ ∼ AY for all infinite dimensional subspaces Y ⊂ Xθ.
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With some abuse of notation we will say that the scale has those properties when it is not nec-
essary to specify X0, X1 and θ. For instance, whenever AX0 ∼ AX1 then the scale A-interpolates
4.1. The scale of weighted ℓp spaces. Let ω = (ωi)
∞
i=1 be a weight; i.e., a sequence of strictly
positive real numbers. Consider the weighted ℓp spaces defined by
ℓp(ω) =
{
(yi)
∞
i=1 ∈ CN :
∑
|yi|pωi <∞
}
with norm ‖y‖ = (∑ |yi|pωi)1/p. Let ω0, ω1 be weights and pick the scale (ℓp(ω0), ℓp(ω1)). As
it is well known (see [1] section 5.4) (ℓp(ω0), ℓp(ω1))θ = ℓp(ω
1−θ
0 ω
θ
1). Since the map Bx(z) =
x
(
ω1
ω0
)(θ−z)/p
is a homogeneous bounded selection for the evaluation map δθ : F → ℓp(ω1−θ0 ωθ1)
the associated derivation is the linear map x → −1
p
x log ω1
ω0
, hence trivial. In particular,
(ℓ2(ω
−1), ℓ2(ω))1/2 = ℓ2 with trivial derivation. On the other hand
Lemma 4.7. Aℓp(ω)(n) = n
1/p.
Proof. We know that Aℓp(n) = n
1/p. If x ∈ ℓp(ω) then xω1/p ∈ ℓp and ‖xω1/p‖p = ‖x‖ℓp(ω) so the
parameter Aℓp(ω)(n) ≤ n1/p. Now given x ∈ ℓp, then ω−1/px ∈ ℓp(ω) and
∥∥ω−1/px∥∥
ℓp(ω)
= ‖x‖p,
so choosing the elements
{
ω−1/pej
}n
j=1
we obtain that the parameter Aℓp(ω)(n) = n
1/p. 
Thus, the scale of weighted ℓp(ω) spaces are not A-different, although it A-interpolates and is
A-homogeneous. In fact, one would be easily tempted to believe that scales with equal A –who,
therefore A-interpolate— should induce trivial derivations. However, it is not so:
4.2. The scale of Lorentz sequence spaces. Consider the scales of Lorentz ℓp,q spaces, whose
norm comes defined by ‖x‖p,q = pq
(∑∞
n=1 x
∗(n)q
(
nq/p − (n− 1)q/p))1/q if q < ∞, and ‖x‖p,q =
supn1/px∗(n) for q =∞. Recall from [3] that (ℓp0,q0, ℓp1,q1)θ = ℓp,q with derivation
Ω(x) = q
(
1
q1
− 1
q0
)
K(x) +
(
q
p
(
1
q0
− 1
q1
)
−
(
1
p0
− 1
p1
))
κ(x)
Here κ denotes the Kalton map [3]. It is proved in [3, Proposition 2] that κ is strictly non-
singular. On the other hand, it is not hard to check that Aℓp,q(n) = n
1/min{p,q}. One thus has that
q0, q1 ≥ p one has Aℓp,q0 ∼ Aℓp,q1 , the spaces (ℓp,q0, ℓp,q1) A-interpolate and are A-homogeneous at
every θ. Moreover
Lemma 4.8. For q0, q1 ≥ p the induced derivations are strictly singular.
Proof. Indeed, by solving the equation system that appears in the derivation
(
q
p
(
1
q0
− 1
q1
)
−
(
1
p0
− 1
p1
))
= 0 ;
p−1 = (1− θ)p−10 + θp−11 ;
q−1 = (1− θ)q−10 + θq−11
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one gets that the associated derivation of the scales in which q0/p0 = q1/p1 is the Kalton-Peck
map (up to a constant factor); those in which q0 = q1 have the Kalton map as derivation (up
to a constant factor); and the associated derivation to every other interpolation scale is a linear
combination of both. Since the Kalton-Peck map is strictly singular and the Kalton map is strictly
non-singular, all those combinations have strictly singular derivations (see also [3, Example 1 and
Proposition 2]). 
It is even possible to obtain ℓ2 as interpolated space: the couple (ℓp,p∗, ℓp∗,p) has equal A since
Aℓp,p∗ = Aℓp∗,p, does not A-interpolate yet it still provides a singular derivation.
4.3. Fragmented scales. We study now scales obtained by finite-dimensional fragmentation of
other scales.
Definition 4.9. Let (An) be a partition of N, λ a Banach space with an 1-unconditional basis
and L a Banach space with a shrinking unconditional basis. We shall refer to the interpolation
scale obtained from the couple (λ(L(An)), λ(L
∗(An))) as the λ-fragmented scale of L according
to the partition (An) of N.
Let us consider first the particularly interesting case of the fragmentation of the Kalton-
Peck sequence K. We already know that by ℓ2-fragmentation of K we obtain a new derivation
ℓ2(K|ℓ2(An)). The derivation K is symmetric, which means, roughly speaking, that its restriction
to any finite dimensional ℓ2(A) only depends on the size of the set A. And this implies that
when sup |An| < +∞ the restrictions K|ℓ2(An) are “uniformly trivial” and therefore ℓ2(K|ℓ2(An))
is trivial. When sup |An| = +∞ one however has
Proposition 4.10. If sup |An| = +∞ then ℓ2(K|ℓ2(An)) is not trivial and it is strictly non-
singular.
Proof. The nontriviality can be deduced from [22, Theorem 6.3] and its strictly non-singular
character follows from Lemma 4.3 and Corollary 4.4. 
4.4. Scales of (fragmented) weak Hilbert spaces. We refer the reader to [25] for the defini-
tion and properties of weak-Hilbert spaces. What we need here is that the Tsirelson 2-convexified
T2 space is a weak Hilbert space with unconditional basis. One has:
Proposition 4.11.
(1) The couple (T2, T ∗2 ) yields (T2, T ∗2 )1/2 = ℓ2 with nontrivial derivation. The scale fails (1)
and verifies (2, 3) from Theorem 4.5.
(2) Pick the partition of N given by the sets An = {2n−1, . . . , 2n − 1}. The fragmented scale
verifies (ℓ2(T2(An)), ℓ2(T2(An)∗))1/2 = ℓ2 with trivial derivation.
Proof. Recall that a Banach space is said to have property (H) [25] if there is a function f so
that any λ-unconditional finite sequence (x1, . . . , xN ) verifies an estimate
f(λ)−1
√
N ≤
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
n=1
xn
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ f(λ)√N
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and that weak Hilbert spaces enjoy property (H) [25]. Since T2 is a space with unconditional
basis and property (H) it must therefore verify AT2(n) ∼
√
n as well as its dual. Therefore, the
couple (T2, T ∗2 ) fails (1). Set now θ = 1/2 so that (T2, T ∗2 )1/2 is a Hilbert space and thus conditions
(2) and (3) are obviously verified. The induced derivation Ω1/2 is not trivial since, otherwise,
T ∗2 should be a weighted version of T2. A proof for this result in complete generality valid for
Ko¨the spaces will appear in [11]; a proof valid for a couple (X0, X1) of spaces with a common
unconditional basis appears mentioned without proof in [7] and can be done as follows: from [4,
Lemma 1] we know that if the derivation Ωθ is trivial then there is a function f ∈ ℓ∞ so that
Ωθ(x)− fx ∈ Xθ and is bounded there. The rest is simple, just pick w0 = e−θf and w1 = e(1−θ)f
and form the couple (Xθ(w0), Xθ(w1)) that yields (Xθ(w0), Xθ(w1))θ = Xθ(w
1−θ
0 w
θ
1) = Xθ with
derivation log(w0/w1)x = fx, obtained from the extremal w
1−z
0 w
z
1x. Since this is at bounded
distance from Ωθ, Kalton’s uniqueness theorem [20] yields that X0, X1 are, up to equivalent
norms, weighted version one of the other.
Assertion (2) is somewhat trivial because the spaces T2(An) are uniformly isomorphic to ℓ2ns2 .
More precisely, observe that for given x =
∑
λjej ∈ ℓ2(An) the constant holomorphic function
FAn(z) = x is an extremal since ‖x‖T2(An) ≤ ‖x‖T2(An)∗ ≤
√
2‖x‖2. Therefore the derivation is
0. 
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